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Survey Shows Job of Property
Management is Changing Fast
Mystery
Maintenance
Call of the Month

Bleach Spill
in Garage
KeePe
The latest apartment mystery
maintenance call comes from Seattle,
where a property manager called in
distress with an emergency after a
tenant had spilled a jug of bleach on
the garage floor.
Due to its highly corrosive nature,
the bleach dug through the garage floor
and corroded it.
The incident started out when the
tenant decided to call her property
manager and explain what happened.
It turns out the tenant was simply
cleaning out her garage and knocked
over the jug of bleach by accident. She
was not doing work on the garage on
her own, just a routine cleaning.
After the manager called, a worker
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environment around it.”

How the job of property management is
changing “came through loud and clear”
in this year’s annual survey of property
managers, said Chris Litster, CEO of
Buildium, in a recent webinar.

He cited five substantial elements in
the property management environment,
macro trends that have caused the changes:

Litster presented the 2020 State of the
Property Management Industry Report
along with National Association of
Residential Property Managers (NARPM)
CEO Gail Phillips.

• Cost of housing
• Legislation and regulation
• Industry consolidation and owner
mix
• Changing tenant demographics and
generations

diversify their revenue streams and find
new ways to demonstrate their value to
clients in a shifting market. Of particular
note are services like property sales and
brokering, financial reporting, building
renovation, and investment advice, which
have experienced average gains of 14
points over the last three years.
These are the types of services that are
taking on new importance as landlords
sell rentals, investors acquire rentals, and
owners of all types keep a close eye on
their properties’ profitability.

The survey was actually three surveys
in one, including 1,738 property managers,
217 community managers, 1,118 tenants
and 603 owners and investors in more than
50 cities.

• How technology
everything

“What we heard loud and clear is that
property management has changed,”
Litster said. “Property management is
complex, yes, but what has changed is the

Across the board, property managers are
offering more services than ever before.

The survey shows that 48 percent of
property managers named growth a top
priority this year—an increase of 9 points
since 2017.

This is a way for property managers to

See ‘Survey’ on Page 8

is

changing

PROPERTY MANAGERS OFFERING
MORE SERVICES

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

Denver Rents Down for 2nd Month
aPartMent list
Denver rents continued downward for
the second month in a row, declining 0.6
percent over the past month, according to
the most recent report from Apartment
List.
Despite the recent downturn, Denver
rents are up 0.6 percent year-over-year.
Median rents in Denver are $1,069 for a
one-bedroom apartment and $1,354 for a
two-bedroom.
Denver’s year-over-year rent growth
lags the state average of 1.6 percent, as
well as the national average of 1.4 percent.

THORNTON HAS FASTEST RISING
RENT IN THE DENVER METRO
Outside Denver proper, rents have been
rising across the metro.
Of the 10 largest cities that Apartment
List has data for in the Denver metro,
nine have seen prices rise.

metro.
• Thornton has the most expensive rents
in the Denver metro, with a two-bedroom
median of $1,941; the city has also seen
rent growth of 3.6 percent over the past
year, the fastest in the metro.

Here’s a look at how rents compare
across some of the largest cities in the

Published In Conjunction With:

• Over the past month, Brighton has

seen the biggest rent drop in the metro,
with a decline of 6.3 percent. Median
two-bedrooms there cost $1,703, while
one-bedrooms go for $1,344.
• Denver proper has the least expensive
rents in the Denver metro.

See ‘Denver’ on Page 11
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CALL TODAY
1.855.899.4597
or register at

www.kpi1031.com
FOR A FREE BOOK
ON 1031 EXCHANGES

ASK US ABOUT:
1031 Exchange Solutions
Passive Investment Opportunities –
No More Tenants Toilets and Trash!
Delaware Statutory Trust (DST) Properties
Triple Net Leased (NNN) Properties
721 Exchange UPREIT Properties – How to 1031
Exchange into a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
Opportunity Zones
Preferred Return Investment Opportunities

YOU WILL ALSO GET

FREE 1031

Real Estate Investing Seminars and Workshops

EXCHANGE LISTINGS!

Learn More at

www.kpi1031.com

or call

1.855.899.4597

This material does not constitute an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Such offers can be made only by the conǻdential Private
Placement Memorandum (the “Memorandum”). Please read the entire Memorandum paying special attention to the risk section prior investing. IRC Section
1031, IRC Section 1033 and IRC Section 721 are complex tax codes therefore you should consult your tax and legal professional for details regarding your
situation. This material is not intended as tax or legal advice. There are material risks associated with investing in real estate, Delaware Statutory Trust (DST)
properties
and real estate securities including illiquidity, tenant vacancies, general market conditions and competition, lack of operating history, interest rate
pr
risks, the risk of new supply coming to market and softening rental rates, general risks of owning/operating commercial and multifamily properties, short term
leases associated with multi-family properties, ǻnancing risks, potential adverse tax consequences, general economic risks, development risks and long hold
periods. There is a risk of loss of the entire investment principal. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Potential cash ˻ow, potential returns and
potential appreciation are not guaranteed. Securities offered through WealthForge Securities, LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC. Kay Properties and Investments, LLC
and WealthForge Securities, LLC are separate entities. Preferred return is not guaranteed, and subject to available cash ˻ow.
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The Fundamentals of 1031 Exchanges
By Dwight Kay and the Kay Properties
Team
Welcome to 1031 101! If you’ve come to our
metaphorical class here, you likely have a few
questions. Chief among them: what is a 1031
exchange? What Qualifies for a 1031 exchange? Why should I do a 1031 exchange?
What should I 1031 exchange into? Is there an
option if I have a failed 1031 exchange?
WHAT IS A 1031 EXCHANGE?

A 1031 exchange is a procedure that allows
the owner of investment property to sell and
acquire another “like-kind” property while
deferring capital gains tax. The name comes
from IRS Section 1031 and has morphed into a
verb in the investment real estate world — as
in, “Let’s 1031 this property for that one.”
WHAT QUALIFIES FOR A 1031 EXCHANGE?

While the idea is a simple one, the execution
is a bit more complex. There are very specific
definitions and timeframes to which users must
adhere to qualify for a 1031 exchange.
The most important thing to keep in mind just
might be how to define a “like-kind” property.
That doesn’t mean you must exchange one
apartment complex for another; there’s actual
considerable flexibility there. For instance, you
can sell an apartment complex and purchase
a retail building, you can sell a retail building
and purchase and industrial building, you can
sell an industrial building and purchase raw
land, etc. However, you can’t exchange a
property for a business, for example. It’s also
worth noting that a 1031 exchange can only involve property held for investment, not personal use and, to maximize the benefits of a 1031
exchange, the replacement property should
be of equal or greater value than the original.
What’s often forgotten in the lead-up to an
investment property’s sale is how quickly the
1031 clock starts. After that sale, you have 45
days to choose aka identify a property with
your qualified intermediary (the escrow like
company that holds your exchange proceeds
after you sell your relinquished property). From
there you must close on that property within
180 days of the sale to qualify for the 1031
benefits.
WHY SHOULD I DO A 1031 EXCHANGE?

You know the saying about death and taxes?

Well, at least you can defer one of those with
a 1031 exchange. Typically, when you sell an
investment property, you’re subject to several
different taxes. But by trading one like-kind
property for another via a 1031 exchange, the
IRS lets you defer a considerable amount of
taxes.
Without a 1031 exchange, you can be taxed at
a rate of 25 percent on all depreciation recapture. Depending on your taxable income, you
would owe federal capital gains tax of at least
15 percent and as high as 20%. On top of that
is the state capital gains tax which is anywhere
from 0-13.3%. Lastly, there is a 3.8 percent
Medicare surtax as well.
WHAT SHOULD I 1031 EXCHANGE INTO?

We’ve already established that you must exchange your investment property for a like-kind
property. However, there are many different
options for you to execute a 1031 exchange.
The most obvious is trading one property you
manage for another. An example: you sell a
duplex and purchase a commercial building.
In that instance, you’re maintaining your role
as landlord, which comes with responsibilities
such as repairing issues, dealing with individual tenants, property management, asset and
property level accounting and processing rent.
The role of the investor is very involved.
A slightly more passive approach is to exchange into a triple-net property. In this case,
you’re leasing your property to a tenant who
often agrees to pay the majority of expenses associated with the property. Which can
include taxes, insurance and maintenance. But
it does not mean the investor just gets to kick
back. You are still often responsible for those
many needs of a property — including coordinating and paying for repairs, paying property
tax bills, processing invoices. The difference
from a standard lease is that you are then
billing the tenant for those expenses and now
tasked with the fun job of tracking down the
tenant and getting them to actually reimburse
you for them. Our firm has owned many triple
net properties over the years and we have to
have full time asset management, accounting and legal teams to look after the triple net
properties and run them efficiently. For an
investor to think that the triple net property option is a passive endeavor is wishful thinking!
If, as an investor, you are looking for a fully
passive exchange option, Delaware Statutory
Trusts (DSTs) are potentially a good option.
A DST is an entity that holds title to a piece of

About Kay Properties and Investments, LLC:
Kay Properties and Investments, LLC is a national Delaware Statutory
Trust (DST) investment firm with offices in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, Seattle, New York City and Washington, D.C. Kay
Properties team members collectively have over 114
years of real estate experience, are licensed in all 50
states, and have participated in over $7 billion of DST
real estate. Our clients have the ability to participate in
private, exclusively available, DST properties as well
as those presented to the wider DST marketplace,
with the exception of those that fail our due-diligence
process. To learn more about Kay Properties please visit www.kpi1031.
com.
This material does not constitute an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an
offer to buy any security. Such offers can be made only by the confidential Private Placement Memorandum (the “Memorandum”). Please
read the entire Memorandum, paying special attention to the risk section prior to investing. This article contains information that has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, Kay Properties
and Investments, LLC, WealthForge Securities, LLC and their representatives do not guarantee the accuracy and validity of the information herein. Investors should perform their own investigations before
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real estate and investors are able to buy in for
typically 100k minimum investments. DSTs are
used by investors to build a diversified portfolio for their 1031 exchanges whereby they can,
for example, on an exchange with $1,000,000
of equity purchase 5 different DSTs in 200k increments. The investor may purchase 200k in
a DST that owns a long-term net leased FedEx
building, 200k in a DST that owns a long-term
net leased Amazon building, 200k in a debt
free multifamily DST apartment building in the
Nashville metro area, 200k in a DST that owns
1,000 multifamily units among 3 properties in
3 different states and lastly 200k in a DST that
owns a long-term net lease industrial building.
Additionally, the trust’s sponsor is the asset
manager of the property, which involves handling reimbursements from tenants and daily
needs, repairing issues, processing rent and
invoices, etc. This provides investors with a
truly passive approach to their 1031 exchange
and a change in lifestyle from the active duties
of property management. DSTs are also a
great backup plan to keep in mind due to the
1031 exchange’s tight timeframe. Because the
trust already owns the properties, transactions
can often be completed within just a few days.
IS THERE AN OPTION IF I HAVE A FAILED
1031 EXCHANGE?

If a 1031 isn’t on the table for you (for whatever
reason that might be), the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2007 created a new way to defer, reduce and, in some cases, eliminate long-term
capital gains taxes: Opportunity zones. There
are more than 8,700 qualified tracts scattered
around the country. By investing your capital
gains in one of those via a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund, you will be able to defer any
taxable gain until the fund is sold or Dec. 31,
2026, whichever comes first. Five years in, you
receive a 10 percent step-up in tax basis with
an additional 5 percent step-up after seven
years. Hold the fund for at least 10 years and
the new capital gains taxes generated from
the opportunity fund investment are slashed to
zero.
The 1031 exchange is a valuable tool in the
real estate investors toolbox and with proper
planning and understanding the investor can
utilize the features of this piece of the tax code
which has been around since 1921. To learn
more about 1031 exchanges and your 1031
exchange options utilizing DST, NNN and Opportunity Zones please visit www.kpi1031.com.
You will also, upon registering, be sent a free
book on 1031 exchanges.

considering any investment. IRC Section 1031, IRC Section 1033 and
IRC Section 721 are complex tax codes; therefore, you should consult
your tax or legal professional for details regarding your situation. This
material is not intended as tax or legal advice.

There are material risks associated with investing in real estate,
Delaware Statutory Trust (DST) properties and real estate securities,
including illiquidity, tenant vacancies, general market conditions and
competition, lack of operating history, interest rate risks, the risk of new
supply coming to market and softening rental rates, general risks of
owning/operating commercial and multifamily properties, short-term
leases associated with multi-family properties, financing risks, potential
adverse tax consequences, general economic risks, development risks
and long hold periods. There is a risk of loss of the entire investment
principal. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Potential cash flow, potential returns and potential appreciation are not
guaranteed. For an investor to qualify for any type of investment, there
are both financial requirements and suitability requirements that must
match specific objectives, goals and risk tolerances.
Securities offered through WealthForge Securities, LLC. Member
FINRA/SIPC. Kay Properties and Investments, LLC and WealthForge
Securities, LLC are separate entities.
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Rising Rent Control is Slowing Development

rental Housing Journal
States and municipalities threatening
to or imposing rent control are losing
interest from multifamily firms,
causing them to reconsider their
investment decisions, according to
the latest survey from the National
Multifamily
Housing
Council
(NMHC).
The NMHC’s Quarterly Survey
of Apartment Market Conditions,
conducted in October 2019, says with
the continuing expansion of rentcontrol legislation 58 percent of survey
respondents say they now operate in
jurisdictions that have either recently
imposed rent control or are seriously
considering doing so.
Of respondents who operate in these
markets:
• 34 percent have already cut back on
investment or development, up from
20 percent last quarter.
• 49 percent are considering cutting
back on investment or development
going forward.

DESPITE RENT CONTROL, THE
MARKET REMAINS STRONG

While rent control has led to
increased concerns, the survey found
that national market conditions remain
strong as the Market Tightness (54),
Equity Financing (55), and Debt
Financing (75) indexes all came in
above the break-even level (50). The
Sales Volume Index (46) indicated a
continued softness in property sales.
“While there has been much speculation
recently about a coming recession,
these latest survey figures suggest
that apartment demand continues to
drive rent growth and occupancy,”
said NMHC Chief Economist Mark
Obrinsky in a release.
“Twenty percent of respondents
reported improving market conditions,
compared to just 12 percent who
observed a looser market. Lower
interest rates continue to create a
more favorable environment for debt
financing, as 58 percent of respondents
reported improving conditions.”

• The Market Tightness Index
decreased from 60 to 54, indicating
improving conditions for the third
consecutive quarter. Twenty percent
of respondents reported tighter market
conditions than three months prior,
compared to 12 percent who reported
looser conditions. Over two-thirds
(69 percent) of respondents felt that
conditions were no different from last
quarter.
• The Sales Volume Index
decreased from 48 to 46, with 31
percent of respondents reporting lower
sales volume than three months prior.
A slightly smaller group – 23 percent
of respondents – reported higher sales
volume, while 41 percent regarded
volume as unchanged. Although
the share of respondents indicating
increased sales volume was the highest
in 5 quarters, the share indicating
lower sales volume grew slightly as
well, causing the index to remain
below 50.
• The Equity Financing Index
inched down from 56 to 55, marking
the eighth straight quarter of relatively

unchanged
conditions.
Eighteen
percent of respondents reported that
equity financing was more available
than in the three months prior,
compared to only nine percent who
believed equity financing was less
available. Meanwhile, the majority
of respondents (60 percent) thought
that conditions were unchanged in the
equity market.
• The Debt Financing Index
decreased from 80 to 75. For the
third straight quarter, the majority
of respondents (58 percent) reported
better conditions for debt financing
compared to three months prior,
while eight percent felt that financing
conditions were less favorable.
More than a quarter (27 percent) of
respondents reported unchanged
conditions.
About the Survey: The October
2019 Quarterly Survey of Apartment
Market Conditions was conducted
October 7-14, 2019; 102 CEOs and
other senior executives of apartmentrelated firms nationwide responded.
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California Set to Try Again on Prop 13 Repeal
By Carole ellis
When Californians head to the polls next November,
they will be presented with a ballot measure titled “The
California Schools and Local Communities Funding
Act” that purports to “restore over $12 billion per year to
California’s schools, community colleges, health clinics,
and other vital local services,” as local advocacy group
SchoolsAndCommunitiesFirst.org describes it.
If voters opt to pass this bill, they will officially undo
proposition 13 property tax protection for Californians
on all commercial and nonresidential properties, which
may feel irrelevant to many apartment owners and
landlords in the state.
However, warned Tracey Hernandez, founding CEO
of the Los Angeles-based nonprofit Business Federation
(BizFed), this legislation could create a landslide of
future initiatives that will not only affect multifamily
property owners immediately but place single-family
rental owners and their tenants squarely in the crosshairs
as well.
“This measure will take all commercial property
taxes to a new appraised value to the tune of $11
billion a year,” she explained in a session at Standard
Management Company’s annual “The Magic of Real
Estate” conference on October 29, 2019.
“The money will go for a variety of things: 40 percent
for education, 60 percent to do a variety of other work.
The problem we have is that it is a ‘split role,’ which
means splitting the types of properties and saying, ‘Of
course, commercial properties and businesses will foot
the bill. There is a fault in that argument,” she said.
Hernandez warned that many California voters will
likely believe single-family rental owners and renters
are protected because the bill only raises taxes on
commercial properties. However, multifamily properties
will, in at least some cases, be included in that tax hike.
Those costs will be passed, at least in part, on to tenants
as property owners struggle to meet rising tax bills.
“People may say that single-family rentals are
protected, but…landlords and renters will be right
around the corner for the next tax increase,” Hernandez
added.

HISTORY OF PROP 13
The California legislature passed Proposition 13 in
1978, and the measure has held despite multiple attempts
to repeal it over the years. It has often been called the
“third rail” of California politics because repealing it
has historically been extremely unpopular. However,
targeting commercial properties instead of residential
ones could be the first step in successfully rolling it back.

The act, officially titled The People’s Initiative to Limit
Property Taxation, limits the tax rates for real estate by
assessing values at 1976 value and restricting annual
increases of assessed value to an inflation factor that
cannot exceed 2 percent per year. When Prop 13 passed,
it received enormous publicity across the country and
likely contributed to the 1980 presidential election of
Ronald Reagan.
If California lawmakers succeed in repealing the act,
this will likely also reverberate across the country as
other states and cities with high property values attempt
to adjust their own tax codes to access previously
protected property tax revenues.

RENT CONTROL MEASURES GO INTO EFFECT ON
A LOCAL LEVEL IN CALIFORNIA
Danielle Peretz, director of government affairs and
external relations for the Apartment Association of
Greater Los Angeles, also commented on legislation
aimed at California landlords during the conference.
California governor Gavin Newsom recently signed a
statewide rent control bill into law that will cap annual
rent increases and extend other “rent control protections”
starting in 2020, but the ramifications of the legislation
are already in full effect.
“The issue of rent control is not just a state issue, it is
a local issue as well,” Peretz said. “Both Los Angeles
County, Inglewood, and Culver City are among the local
areas working toward permanent ordinances.
“For example, Inglewood will be considering moving

toward an ordinance that would cap rent increases at 8
percent and include relocation assistance,” Peretz said.
She also noted that local areas are moving immediately
to counter potential landlord strategies to raise rents
before the statewide bill goes into effect on January 1,
2020. These countermoves include an LA City Council
decision to prohibit 60-day notices that took effect on
October 24, 2019 and applied to any 60-day notice
already in effect, thereby voiding everything back to
August.
The state and local legislation governing rent rate
increases have created a windfall of positive publicity
for the governor and other legislators promoting their
efforts to combat housing affordability issues in the
notoriously unaffordable state. It is likely lawmakers in
other markets dealing with similar issues may mimic the
regulatory moves if the positive press continues.
BizFed.org often works with the Apartment
Association of Greater Los Angeles to share information
among business associations and real estate-related
groups in the Los Angeles area. “We share fast-moving
intelligence, know when things are moving, promote
brand-new ideas, and strengthen the voice of business,”
Hernandez said.
Carole Ellis is the editor-in-chief of Self-Directed
Investor magazine, a national print and digital publication for investors using their retirement accounts to
invest in alternative assets, including real estate and
private mortgage notes. Learn more at SDImagazine.
com or email Carole at Carole@selfdirected.org.

Spill in Garage
Proves Costly
Continued from Page 1
was assigned and got to the garage in about an hour to
assess the extent of the corrosion.
After inspecting the damage to the garage floor, they
did the following:
•
•

Patched the corroded floor.
Cemented the entire garage floor to restore it to its
original condition.

The repair project took about four to five hours and cost
$399, which included $89 for materials.
This was an expensive job for an accidental spill of a
jug of bleach, and led to a lengthy dispute between the
property manager and the tenant over who would pay the
cost.
In the end, the tenant agreed to be the one to cover the
cost.
Keepe is an on-demand maintenance solution for property managers and independent landlords. The company makes a network of hundreds of independent
contractors and handymen available for maintenance
projects at rental properties. Keepe is available in
the Greater Seattle area, Greater Phoenix area, San
Francisco Bay area, Portland, San Diego and is coming soon to an area near you. Learn more about Keepe
at https://www.keepe.com
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How To Find a Contractor You Can Trust
By Corey Brewer

has currently under way). And finally, a
strong understanding about expectations
should be in place, and it should be in
writing.

Vendor relationships are a critical
component of a successful property
management operation, whether you
manage one home or thousands.

Contractors should discuss issues with
the property manager, not the tenant. A
good contractor will understand that
while a home may be occupied by a
tenant, he or she is working on behalf of
the owner. This means that if unforeseen
problems occur on a job, or the cost/scope
becomes more than the original estimate,
the vendor should be discussing what to
do next with YOU and YOU ALONE (not
the tenant).

Timely, effective, cost-efficient repairs
are good for you, good for the owner’s
bottom line, good for your tenants, and
good for the sanity of everyone involved.
So how do you find a contractor you
can trust, and trustworthy vendors?
Establish some qualification criteria –
set the bar and only work with vendors
who meet your standards.

Payment timelines are also important,
as landlords may or may not have enough
funds in their operating account readily
available until next month’s rent checks
arrive. So be clear on payment due dates
to ensure you’ll be able to pay on time
when the invoice arrives.

Work only with contractors who
are properly licensed and insured. If
someone is unwilling to show you their
current documentation, move on to the
next immediately.
Use your state association for research,
such as the Washington State Department
of Labor & Industries. This is where
you would see if the contractor has had
a history of complaints or violations, so
look for red flags here.
Assuming you have done your
homework and found a contractor who
looks good on paper, the next step would
be to look up online reviews (BBB,
HomeAdvisor, etc.) and obtain some

references from former and/or current
clients, or from a property manager who
already uses them regularly.

negative feedback, whether it be
regarding customer service, quality of
work, or pricing.

At our firm we perform an annual audit
of our vendors (more than 400 of them)
and remove any who get consistently

For larger jobs, you might consider
a site visit to personally see any work
that the contractor has performed (or

As with so many other things in
our industry, it’s best to agree to these
terms in writing prior to working being
performed.
With any luck you’ll compile a list of
vendors in multiple industries who you
can trust to do good work at fair prices
and are quick to act when you call on
them.

4 Easy Steps to Furnish
Your Short-Term
Rental Or Your Airbnb
By lily Miller
Here are four easy steps to furnishing
your short-term rental or Airbnb shortterm rental to create a home-like appeal,
in contrast to feeling like a traditional
hotel room.
Guests who like traveling on their own
or who are there just for a few days need a
pleasant place to sleep with excellent wifi and a bit of advice on public transport
or places to visit if they have time to do
so. One suggestion: equip your rentals
with anything one might need on their
stay, from cutlery to city maps.
However, as any landlord would know,
that kind of look that seems welcoming
and effortless actually takes effort
to create. Good online rankings and
comments don’t come from you just
having a place with a bed available for
rent.
So to help out landlords with their
short-term rentals, here are four pieces
of advice to easily make your rental more
desirable.

NO. 1: CONSIDER THE LIGHTING
A large percentage of Airbnb guests are
couples on a romantic getaway wanting to
explore the city and spend some quality
time together.
It would be thoughtful to consider
the lighting sources in the place so they
won’t be greeted by harsh, unpleasant
light. Also, from the perspective of a
homeowner, you should definitely opt
for LED lighting since it provides more
lighting for less energy and will influence
your electricity bill significantly.
As for the lighting arrangement, in the

6

living room, you might want to go with
soft white tones so that guests can watch
TV or make plans about which parts of the
city to visit. For the bedroom, you should
invest in ambient lights to set a relaxing
mood, so no harsh overhead lights or any
over-the-top light displays because the
lights need to be subdued and gentle.

NO. 2: COMBINE COZY AND
PRACTICAL

Forget about minimalistic sinuous
furniture, which may look great but is
uncomfortable. And honestly, people are
not even certain how to sit without sliding
off of it.
In the living room, go with a solution
that doesn’t take up too much space and
that has a storage option so that the room
is always neat. To achieve that balance,
use modular couches that come with
shelves and are luxurious-looking but
incredibly flexible in the sense that pieces
can be moved. Your guests will like the
fact that they can rearrange the couch
based on their needs as well as being
able to use its accessories to charge their
smartphone wirelessly.
In the bedroom, your main focus should
be on providing a quality bed – nothing is
more appreciated by guests than a great
night’s sleep. Then you can focus on
making the room cozy and aesthetically
pleasing.

NO. 3: ADD SOME ARTSY DETAILS
It’s true that you can’t please everyone,
but your short-term rental will be more
popular if it has a unique atmosphere
about it as opposed to looking like a big
hotel room

You can achieve that homey vibe, for
example, by creating a travel corner so
that you can place trinkets from different
countries you visited; your guests might
be coming from all around the world, so
they might find it interesting. Otherwise,
you can have different posters and
interesting photographs framed and
placed on the walls. Kitchen utensils and
mugs don’t have to come from the same
set – mix-and-match has a rustic appeal.
Your guests will value those little things
because they would make them feel more
comfortable, and more inclined to give
you a high rating.
One caution: Don’t use fragile figurines
and vases; they’re just accident waiting
to happen, especially if the place is petfriendly. If you must, make sure they’re
on a high shelf.

NO. 4 – PLACE PLANTS AROUND
THE PLACE

You can achieve that homey vibe, for
example, by creating a travel corner so
that you can place trinkets from different
countries you visited; your guests might
be coming from all around the world, so
they might find it interesting. Otherwise,
you can have different posters and
interesting photographs framed and
placed on the walls. Kitchen utensils and
mugs don’t have to come from the same
set – mix-and-match has a rustic appeal.
Your guests will value those little things
because they would make them feel more
comfortable, and more inclined to give
you a high rating
Lilly Miller is a Sydney-based graphic designer and a passionate writer.
Loves everything about home decor, art
history and baking. Shares home with
two loving dogs and a gecko named
Rodney. You can find her hanging out
on Twitter.
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Use Discount Code ‘RHJ10’ For 10% Savings!

2019 NRHC OWNER OPERATOR PANEL:

Kevin Baldridge

David Singelyn

President
Tricon American Homes

CEO
American Homes 4 Rent

Dallas Tanner

Chaz Mueller

CEO
Invitation Homes

CEO
Progress Residential

Daniel Choquette
Managing Director
Cerberus Capital Management/
FirstKey

Call: 1-212-901-0542 | Email: amelvin@imn.org
www.imn.org/SFRWest
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Survey Shows Job of Property Management Is Changing
Continued from Page 1
“Growth is the top priority,” Phillips
said, and “the importance of efficiency
has rebounded this year.” Profitability
expectation was lower.
Though fewer property managers
reported portfolio growth in 2019 than
in years past, 70 percent did add new
properties to their portfolios in the last 2
years.
Portfolio loss has prevented many
property managers from achieving
significant growth recently, with a
strong seller’s market motivating some
rental owners to sell their properties.
In response, property managers have
found innovative ways to generate more
revenue without adding new doors, from
expanding their services to retooling
their fee structures and more.
“However, another piece to the
profitability question that has really
exploded is legislation and regulation,”
Phillips said. “There are a lot of changes
that are going on here and I just want to
note we are looking through the lens of
how it impacts our industry. This is not
about politics. This is how these policy
changes impact our economy. “
Phillips read a response from a
participant in the survey that said, “So
as laws become more restrictive we are
forced to take additional precautions
in our leasing processes and residentretention policies. This is not always
perceived well by owners and residents.”
Phillips said in an effort to combat
housing-related issues NARPM is seeing
“a lot of new regulations pop up, and we
are trying to work with our localities.
This is just the beginning.”

TOP PRIORITIES
Property managers are laser-focused
on growth and efficiency above all else—
as they have been for four years straight,
according to the survey
In our recent seller’s market, growth
hasn’t come naturally, the survey says.
Property managers have had to fight
to maintain their profitability and client
base—their third and fourth mostselected priorities for the coming year. In
addition, many have renewed their focus
on effective communication with their
residents, owners, and employees, needed
in this fast-moving era where technology
both facilitates and hinders relationships.

8

THE FUTURE
“Property management increasingly
resembles the hospitality industry,”
Phillips said in the webinar. “The role is
becoming more of a consultant, especially
as regulations complicate things for the
landlords. Relationships are still the most
important thing despite all prop-tech
hype,” she said.

“Customers are drawn to high-touch,
personalized experiences,” she said.
“It should all be in service to a strategy
that creates great tenant experience and
customer experience,” she said.
In addition, a few takeaways:
“First and foremost, make sure you
ground every decision you make in the
experience and relationships you are
seeking to create with your owners and

managers.
“Remember, focus on your local
expertise. Property management cannot
be handled on a national level. Awareness
of local market trends matter.
“Diversify your revenue stream,
and most of all keep learning and stay
connected and take advantage of the
learning opportunities out there for you,”
Phillips said.
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Don’t Drop the Baton

‘Finishing the Race’ with Bad Tenants
Brad Kraus
attorney, warren allen llP

OREGON

72-HOUR NOTICE OF TERMINATION
FOR NONPAYMENT OF RENT
DATE __________________________________________ PROPERTY NAME / NUMBER ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Imagine you entered a relay race,
competing with one other team for
a prize you desire. You’ve ran hard,
persevered, but rather than cross the
finish line and prevail, you decide to
throw your baton backwards. Sounds
crazy, doesn’t it?

Two common mistakes often befall
landlords: (a) service of notices at
improper times, and (b) actions taken
which undermine the Landlord’s
position of strength in an eviction case.
For example, I’ve seen many landlords
serve termination notices after they’ve
already terminated tenancies or
when termination dates are rapidly
approaching. The latter termination
notices can unnecessarily extend the
finish line by shifting termination
dates out into the future.
Assuming the Landlord does the
right thing and files an eviction action
on the uncured 72-Hour Notice, a courtenforceable Stipulated Agreement
within this process provides the
Landlord with the strongest rights.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

also all other Occupants or persons unknown claiming any right or interest in the Premises.

UNIT NUMBER ___________________________________ STREET ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ STATE ___________________________________ ZIP _____________________________________________________________

This is to inform you that your rent is now more than seven (7) days past due. This is your 72-hour written notice to pay
your past due rent or your Rental Agreement will terminate as provided by Oregon Landlord / Tenant law.
Rent Amount Due $________________________________. You must pay only this amount to avoid termination. However, you remain responsible for all other charges
and outstanding amounts.
 If this box is checked, your Rental Agreement requires payment by means other than a personal check, third-party check or

multiple checks. Money order or certified check preferred.

 This Notice has been served personally at

_______________________________

TIME

 AM  PM.

Your rent payment must be paid by _______________________________  AM  PM on _______________________________ or your tenancy will terminate automatically without
TIME
DATE
further notice.
or
 If written rental agreement allows, this Notice has been served by posting on the main entrance door of the dwelling unit and mailed first class mail.
Your rent payment must be paid by 11:59 p.m. on _______________________________ or your tenancy will terminate automatically without further notice.
DATE
or
 This Notice has been served by first class mail and the effective date is extended by four days including the date mailed.
Your rent payment must be paid by 11:59 p.m. on

___________________________________

DATE

or your tenancy will terminate automatically without further notice. .

Owner/Agent: Please note additional service requirements for subsidized residents as listed in “Subsidized Residents Only” section below.
 Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
Make payable to

(name and delivery location):___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WARNING NOTICE: The conduct described above is a violation of your Rental Agreement. If you cure this violation as provided above, Owner/
Agent may choose to terminate your tenancy at the end of the fixed term if there are three or more violations within a 12-month period preceding
the end of the fixed term. Correcting the third or subsequent violations is not a defense to termination under ORS 90.427(7).
Statement of Account

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

(Informational Purposes Only)

Past Due Rent_____________________________________________________ $________________________________
Late Charges_______________________________________________________ $________________________________

X
OWNER/AGENT __________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other___________________________________________________________________

$________________________________

Other___________________________________________________________________

$________________________________

Other___________________________________________________________________

$________________________________

TELEPHONE

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other___________________________________________________________________

$________________________________

EMAIL

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Outstanding Amount $________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

SUBSIDIZED RESIDENTS SEE DISCLOSURES

Form M020 OR Copyright © 2019 Multifamily NW ®. NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION. Revised 2/28/2019.

Some Landlord/Tenant disputes can
feel like grueling marathon races, with
eviction actions denoting the finish
line. Successful landlords cross the
finish line first by avoiding mistakes
in the lead up period. Many Landlords
stumble during the race or right before
they are set to cross the finish line,
often due to inexperience or a lack of
knowledge of the procedures involved.

RESIDENT NAME(S) ___________________________________________________________________________

SUBSIDIZED RESIDENTS ONLY

HUD DISCLOSURES
If you remain in the leased unit on the date specified for termination, Owner/Agent will enforce the termination only by bringing a judicial action
at which time you may present a defense. You have ten (10) days within which to discuss this eviction with Owner/Agent. This 10-day period
commences on the earlier of the day this Notice is hand-delivered to your unit or the day after it is mailed. The discussion period does not
extend the date for termination. The amount of rent due was calculated as of the date of this Notice. Persons with disabilities have the right to
request reasonable accommodation to participate in the hearing process.
ADDITIONAL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
SECTION 8 VOUCHERS: Notice served by one of the methods listed above AND copy mailed to Public Housing Agency the same day.
HUD (PROJECT BASED): Notice served by one of the methods listed above, AND mailed to Unit, AND
1. Attempt to serve the Notice personally to any adult answering the door. If unable to do that:
2. Attempt to slide the Notice through the door (mail slot) or under the door. If unable to do that:
3. Post the Notice on the door at eye level.

The Landlord can dictate the terms
of the Agreement from both a fiscal
prospective, but also with provisions
related to conduct. If the Tenant fails to
comply with the terms, a Declaration
of Noncompliance can be filed, and the
tenancy can be terminated through the
courts.
Another common Landlord misstep
involves actions that undermine
rock solid Stipulated Agreements
in FED actions. For example, some
Landlords—with a court-enforceable
agreement in hand—unknowingly
serve Notices for tenant defaults
of that very court-enforceable
Stipulated Agreement. If the Notice
of Termination extends or waives the
Agreement’s deadlines, the landlord
again shifts the finish line and makes
the race unnecessarily harder. These

Landlords ran the race . . . but failed to
cross the finish line.
Being a Landlord can feel like a ratrace in and of itself. It’s rarely easy, and
troublesome tenants make it harder.
The best landlords are constantly
“training”: they update their legal
knowledge, keep their forms current,
and optimize their termination and
eviction strategies, whenever the
occasion calls. At the same time, they
don’t trip themselves up. Successful
landlords understand the marathon
nature of some landlord/tenant
disputes and adhere to strategies that
ensure their position at the finish line.
With troublesome tenants, your goal
should always be to position yourself
favorably within the confines of the
eviction statutes. Within that setting, if
the Tenant fails to perform as required,

ON SITE

RESIDENT

MAIN OFFICE (IF REQUIRED)

72-Hour Notice of Nonpayment
of Rent: This form can be served
as early as the eighth day the
rent is past due. It notifies
tenants that unless their rent is
paid within 72 hours, lease will
be terminated. That timeframe
is extended by 3 days if mailed.
The form requires tenant to pay
only current month’s rent to
avoid termination. Late fees and
other charges can be recouped
using a Notice of For Cause
Termination.

finishing the race is easy. However, it’s
important to cross the finish line with
your baton . . . rather than throw said
baton (i.e. your rights/remedies) into
the river.

Filling Out Applications Before a Property Tour
Dear Landlord Hank: Do you give
tenants a tour of your vacant rentals
before they fill out an application? Or
do you require an application before
you give a tour? We charge a $30
application fee. — Tim
Dear Landlord Tim: I insist that
tenants see THE vacant unit they
would be living in prior to filling out
an application.
I do prescreen on the phone before
I set up a showing to make sure these
are possible tenants, and they desire
the rental we have in the time frame
we want to rent it.
I ask if the tenants have seen our
internet advertising with photos and
details so they know what to expect.
I find out how many people would
be renting and how soon they need a
property.
Also I make sure they don’t have
pets, if not pet friendly, etc.
Then I set up a tour and if the clients
are interested, I provide an application
and explain the application process.
I would not want to waste time
processing an application for someone
that may not want the unit.
***
Dear Landlord Hank: How do you
handle tenant roommates and guests?
How to handle tenant roommates
and guests is the question this week
for Landlord Hank on how he handles

occupants are on the lease by name.
I’ve made the mistake in the past of
allowing a tenant to get a roommate
when my tenant lost one of her two
jobs and couldn’t make the rent.

the situation as a landlord and property
manager.
This question keeps coming up
from landlords again and again, so
Hank is taking on the answer again.
He is not giving legal advice, just how
he handles it himself as landlord and
property manager.
This is an on-going situation for
most landlords, I think.
Now that the economy is better and
more rentals are available I’m actually
seeing less of “doubling up or extra
unauthorized roommates.”
I can’t speak to legal matters but a
great lease will help the landlord in
this situation. I always address this
situation up front, verbally, with the
tenants, concerning guests and the
amount of time a guest can stay, per
the lease.
In my lease, it is 72 hours that a
guest can stay without PRIOR written
consent of landlord.
I ask tenants if they plan on having
anyone else living with them, upfront, family or not. I make sure all
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I told my tenant she’d have to have
a rental agreement with her roommate
and this roommate would have to be
screened and accepted by me but she
would be responsible if anything went
wrong.
The situation went bad after about a
month and the tenant had to evict her
roommate and then I had to evict her.
A very messy situation and one best
not to be involved in.
Tenants and roommates can get
injunctions or restraining orders
against each other if things go really
bad.
I shy away from roommate rentals
and suggest you do as well.
If a tenant does have an unauthorized
guest or tenant, this should be a clear
violation of your lease.
In this situation, I would give
my tenant a “7-day notice of
non-compliance with lease with
opportunity to cure.”
This is a legal notice stating tenant
is in violation of lease and must
remedy the situation by having an
unauthorized tenant leave within 7
days.
If tenant doesn’t provide proof that

“guest” is gone, then I’d file “7-day
notice of non-compliance notice of
termination” meaning that tenant
will be evicted in 7 days due to this
violation of the lease.
This is a trying time in our job of
property manager and landlord, but it
must be done.
Don’t be soft and allow your lease to
be violated.
Your kindness will be repaid with
having to do this chore a short distance
down the road, so you are only putting
off the inevitable.
About Landlord Hank: “I started in
real estate as a child watching my
father take care of our family rentals- maintenance, tenant relations,
etc. in small town Ohio. As I grew,
I was occasionally Dad’s assistant.
In the mid-90s I decided to get into
the rental business on my own, as
a sideline. In 2001, I retired from
my profession and only managed
my own investments, for the next
10 years. Six years ago, my sister,
working as a rental agent/property manager in Sarasota, Florida
convinced me to try the Florida
lifestyle. I gave it a try and never
looked back. A few years ago, we
started our own real estate brokerage. We focus on property management and leasing. I continue
to manage my real estate portfolio
here in Florida and Atlanta. Visit
Hank’s website: https://rentsrq.
com
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10 Maintenance Items To Check This Fall
rental Housing Journal
The maintenance checkup this week
provided by Keepe focuses on 10 rental
property maintenance items to check
this fall in and around your property.
Maintaining your rental property on
a seasonal basis allows you to charge
the maximum rent from your tenants,
maintain a safe property and ensure
that your vacancy rates stay low.
Checking
for
inexpensive
maintenance issues also allows you
to identify any potential problems and
damages before they lead to expensive
repairs.
During your fall season maintenance
check-in, prioritize these maintenance
duties to ensure your property is in tiptop shape.

NO. 1 – INSPECT HEATING
AND VENTILATION

Avoid expensive repairs by inspecting
your HVAC systems at least twice
a year. Replace filters in ventilation
systems, remove debris from airways
and exam heating elements for leaks
to ensure safe operation. Additionally,
you should cover the exterior HVAC
units to prevent snow and cold from
coming in.

common areas and hallways of your
building to maintain a clean and
modern ambiance.

NO. 2 – INSPECT THE

NO. 6 – CHIMNEY SWEEP

Ensure that your gym equipment,
laundry machines, service elevators
and other systems are running safely
and efficiently within your building.
Maintaining these systems also greatly
improves your tenants experience at
your property.

NO. 7 – LANDSCAPE

MACHINES IN YOUR BUILDING

NO. 3 – MAINTAIN CURB
APPEAL

Clean the windows and clean and/or
repaint the exteriors of your property.
Invest in your landscape to ensure
your property is looking its best by
incorporating visually pleasing plants
and vegetation around your property.

NO. 4 – CLEAN AND INSPECT
WATER-RELATED FEATURES

To avoid issues with your
downspouts and gutters, clean debris
to avoid backups during the fall and
winter season. Treating water systems
and drainage are always much easier
take care of before issues occur.

NO. 5 – UPGRADE COMMON
AREAS

Every five to seven years, upgrade
features such as the flooring, carpets
and paint on the walls that are in the
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If your property has a functional
fireplace, now is the best time to
conduct a chimney sweep and ensure
that any obstructions are cleared.
Make sure smoke can get out and cold
air can’t flow in.

MAINTENANCE

Maintain the shrubs, trees and
fertilization surrounding your property
while also removing any plants or
vegetation that may interfere with your
curb appeal. Removing large objects
and unnecessary tree vegetation will
also reduce the likelihood of extreme
wind related damage to your property.

NO. 8 – INSPECT FOR CRACKS
AND LEAKS

Replace the stripping on windows,
seal any cracks, and prevent drafts
and leaks from entering at the bottom
of the doors by correcting them with
a door piece. This simple inspection
can decrease your reoccurring electric
bill – or your tenants’ complaints about
their high bills.

the winter than any other time of the
year so ensure that you practice your
fire evacuation plan for your tenants
during the fall season as well.

NO. 9 – FIRE SAFETY

INVOLVED

Replace the batteries in all of the
smoke detectors within your property.
Home fires are more common during

NO. 10 – GET RESIDENTS
Let your tenants check for property
maintenance services that they are
responsible for – such as checking
their own smoke detectors, windows,

etc. If everyone helps out, your fall
maintenance will go more efficiently.

SUMMARY

Preserve your property with these
preventative maintenance tips and find
that your property will be in better
shape in the short-term and long-term.
Schedule routine proactive inspections
and you will save much time and
money down the road.
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Denver Rents Down
for 2nd Month in Row

Continued from Page 1

percent year-over-year.

COLORADO SPRINGS RENTS RISE
FOR 9 STRAIGHT MONTHS

Median rents in Colorado Springs are
$986 for a one-bedroom apartment and
$1,272 for a two-bedroom.

While Denver has declined, Colorado
Springs rents have headed up recently,
increasing 0.7 percent over the past
month.

This is the ninth straight month that
the city has seen rent increases. Colorado
Springs’ year-over-year rent growth leads
the state average of 1.6 percent, as well as
the national average of 1.4 percent.

Colorado Springs rents are up by 3.2

ENHANCE YOUR LAUNDRY.
Discover the revolutionary technology of Quantum® Controls
• Maximize revenue
• Manage your laundry
• Increase flexibility and profitability
• Reduce operating costs
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Speed Queen® is the world’s largest
commercial laundry company, with an
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STATE SPECIFIC FORMS FOR

To learn more and enhance your laundry – contact Martin-Ray,
your full service professional laundry distributor.

ExclusiveCALIFORNIA,
Industry Partner
of
ARIZONA,
COLORADO,
INDIANA, KENTUCKY, NEW JERSEY,
NEW YORK, OREGON, PENNSYLVANIA,
TEXAS, UTAH, WASHINGTON & MORE.

Jodi Way
at
303-242-6440

Blue
PMS
280/Gray and
PMS 7543
Exclusive
Industry
Partner
State specific
rental
leaseof:

OR-RTG-20 Oregon

CHECK-IN/CHECK-OUT CONDITION

REPORT

TENANT(S): ___________________
______________________________________
_________
ADDRESS: ___________________
_____________________________UNIT:
______________
CITY: ___________________________________
STATE: ________ ZIP: _________________
OR-RTG-24 Oregon

PET
AGREEMENT
Rating Scale

= (E)Excellent (VG) Very Good

TENANT INFORMATION

(G)Good (F)Fair (P)Poor

IN
Out
TENANT(S): ____________________________________________________
DATE:________
LIVING AREAS
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________
UNIT: _________
KITCHEN
CITY: _________________________________________
STATE: __________ ZIP: _________
Walls

In

Out

BEDROOM 3

Walls

DESCRIPTION OF PET(S) Windows

Light Fixtures

Dishwasher

AGREEMENT

Counter Tops

Locks

________ STATE:

48-HOUR NOTICE
OF ENTRY

Windows

Rods

Pursuant to RCW
59.18.150, this is your
WA-RTG-20 Washington
48 hour
entering the dwelling
notice that your

landlord or their agents
unit and
______________________ premises located at (Address)
will be
CHECK-IN/CHE
______________________
CK-OUT CONDIT
ION REPORT______________________
___________

Floor

on

Garbage Cans

Windows
1) The pet(s) shall be on a leash or otherwise under tenant’s control
when it is outside the
tenant’s dwelling TV
unit.Antenna/Cable
Blinds/Drapes
2) Tenant(s) shall promptly pick up all pet waste from the premises promptly.
Fireplace
3) Tenant(s) are responsible for the conduct of their pet(s) at all times.
4) Tenant(s) are liable
for all damages caused by their pet(s).
Cleanliness
5) Tenant(s) shall pay the additional security deposit listed above and/or their rental
agreement as a condition to keeping the pet(s) listed above.
6) Tenant(s) shall notBEDROOM
allow their pets to cause any sort of disturbance or injury to the
1
BEDROOM
2
other tenants, guests, landlord or any other persons lawfully on
the premises.
Walls
7) Tenant(s) shall immediately
report to landlord any type of damage
Walls or injury caused by
their pet.
Windows
8) This agreement is incorporated into and shall become part of Windows
the rental agreement exe
Blinds/Drapes
-cuted between the
parties. Failure by tenant to comply with any part of this agreement
Blinds/Drapes
shall constitute a material breach of the rental agreement.

BEDROOM 3

Walls

Landlord

Windows

BATH ROOM

Walls

Stove/Racks

Blinds/Drapes

Towel Bars

Phone

Windows

Refrigerator

rentegration.com 503.933.6437 sales@rentegration.com
Rods

Method
Ice Traysof Service:

Sink & Vanity

Floor

Toilet

Tub/Shower

Blinds/Drapes

Personal Service:

d

Post and Mail:

Rods

Shelves/Drawer

* Add one additional

Carpet/Vinyl/Woo

Disposal

Light Fixtures

Floor
day for compliance

if served by post

*

and mail.

www.Rentegration.com 503-933-6437
Rods

_____________________________
Floor
Landlord

Light Fixtures

Doors/Woodwork

Rods

______________________________
Floor
Tenant
______________________________
Light Fixtures
Tenant

Locks

Ceilings

Electrical Outlets

Fan (Exhaust)
Doors/Woodwork

Dishwasher

Floor
Locks

Counter Tops

Electric Outlets
Ceilings

Cabinets

Light Outlets
Electrical
Fixtures

Sink

Doors/Woodwork

Locks

Ceilings

Electric Outlets

Smoke Detectors

Windows

Services

Blinds/Drapes

Fireplace
Plumbing

BATH ROOM

Cleanliness
Heating

Ceilings

Towel Bars

Electricity

Electric Outlets

Hot Water

Smoke Detectors

Tub/Shower

Walls

Windows

Windows
©2009
NO PORTION

permission.

Blinds/Drapes

Rods

Fan (Exhaust)

of this form may Floor
be reproduced without

Rods

Floor

Floor

Light Fixtures

Electric Outlets

Doors/Woodwork
Locks
Ceilings
Electric Outlets
Smoke Detectors

Essential Services
Plumbing
Heating
Electricity
Hot Water
Smoke Detectors

©2009 NO PORTION

written permission.

Light Fixtures

Light Fixtures

Doors/Woodwork
Locks
Ceilings
Electrical Outlets
Smoke Detectors

Toilet

BEDROOM 2

Blinds/Drapes

may be reproduced without written

sales@rentegration.com

Sink & Vanity

BEDROOM 1
Walls

©2011 NO PORTION of this form

Light Fixtures

Floor

Garbage Cans

TV Antenna/Cable
Essential

Doors/Woodwork

Locks
©2011 NO PORTION of this form may be reproduced without written permission.
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________ UNIT: _________
__________ ZIP:
_________

_
Light Fixtures
TENANT(S
between the hours
): ____________________ (Date)
of
and
____________________
Doors/Woodwork
ADDRESS:
.
____________________
__________
(Time)
________________
(Time)
____________________
CITY:
Locks____________________ The entry
________UN
will occur for the following
__________
_____ STATE: ________purpose:IT: ______________
___________
Rating
CeilingsScale = (E)Excellent
ZIP: _________________
______________________
(VG)
Very Good___________
______________________
___________
(G)Good ___________
(F)Fair (P)Poor
Electric Outlets
IN
______________________ _______________________
Out
LIVING AREAS
______________________
In
Out
_
KITCHEN
In
Out
Walls

Cabinets Tenant(s)
Tenant(s) certify that the above pet(s) are the only pet(s) on the premises.
Ceilings
understands that the additional
pet(s) are not permitted unless the landlord gives ten
Sink
ant(s) written permission. Tenant(s) agree to keep the above-listed pets in the premises
Electrical
Outlets
subject to the following terms
and conditions:
Floor

Installation • Parts • Service • Design • Consultation • Planning

______________________

Blinds/Drapes

Ice Trays

2) Type _______________ Breed _______________ Size ______ Age __ Weight ___ Color ____ Name ________
Floor
Vaccinations: Yes____ No____ License Number: ______________
Shelves/Drawer

Carpet/Vinyl/Wood
3) Type _______________ Breed _______________
Size ______ Age __ Weight ___ Color
____ Name ________
Disposal
Vaccinations: Yes____ No____ License Number: ______________
Doors/Woodwork

___________
______________________
Out CITY:
______________________ ________ DATE:________
___________

Walls

Stove/Racks

Blinds/Drapes

Refrigerator
1) Type _______________ Breed _______________ Size ______ Age __ Weight ___ Color
____ Name ________
Vaccinations: Yes____ No____ Rods
License Number: ______________

Additional Security Deposit Required:$

WA-RTG-40 Washington

48-HOUR NOTICE
OF ENTRY

TENANT(S): ___________
______________________
ADDRESS:

In

PMS 280/PM

forms available in:
AK, AZ, CA, CO, DC, DE, FL, GA, IL,
IN, KS, KY, MA, NC, NJ, NV, NY, OH,
OR, PA, TX, UT, VA, WA & WV.

of this form may

be reproduced without

UNACCEPTABLE COLOR USAGE

11

written permission.

DO NOT change the color

DO NOT alter in any way

D
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Need Staffing?

Don’t take chances with staffing! Our temps are
tested, trained, experienced, and fully insured!

Serving
The Pacific
Northwest
Since

Hiring, Training, and Placing the Property Management Leaders of Tomorrow

Daily • Weekly • Monthly • Permanent
Temporary On-Site Staff

Managers • Leasing Agents • Maintenance • Grounds Keepers

Greater
Seattle-Tacoma Area
(425) 456-3663

Greater
Denver-Boulder Area
(720) 822-0117

Greater
Portland-Vancouver Area
(503) 644-8233

www.apartmentadvantage.com
12
s11802-ApartmentAdvantage-201704.indd 4
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